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Urban systems are characterized by complexity and dynamicity. Data-driven simulations represent a promising approach in understanding and predicting complex dynamic processes in the presence of shifting demands
of urban systems. Yet, today’s silo-based, de-coupled simulation engines fail to provide an end-to-end view
of the complex urban system, preventing informed decision-making. In this article, we present DataStorm to
support integration of existing simulation, analysis and visualization components into integrated workflows.
DataStorm provides a flow engine, DataStorm-FE, for coordinating data and decision flows among multiple
actors (each representing a model, analytic operation, or a decision criterion) and enables ensemble planning and optimization across cloud resources. DataStorm provides native support for simulation ensemble
creation through parameter space sampling to decide which simulations to run, as well as distributed instantiation and parallel execution of simulation instances on cluster resources. Recognizing that simulation
ensembles are inherently sparse relative to the potential parameter space, we also present a density-boosting
partition-stitch sampling scheme to increase the effective density of the simulation ensemble through a subspace partitioning scheme, complemented with an efficient stitching mechanism that leverages partial and
imperfect knowledge from partial dynamical systems to effectively obtain a global view of the complex urban
process being simulated.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Urban systems are characterized by high complexity and dynamicity, requiring data- and modeldriven planning. In 2016, for example, flooding in Texas caused residents to evacuate their homes
with only hours of warning, despite hurricane simulations accurately predicting the path of the
storm weeks in advance. Unfortunately, rainfall predictions from the hurricane simulations could
not be fed directly into hydrographic models that predicted water flows, leading to a failure in
preparation. This is a major challenge due to overlapping and cascading processes, especially when
involving multi-hazard scenarios where one hazard (e.g., flooding) is the gateway to the next (e.g.,
an epidemic). Yet, today’s silo-based, de-coupled simulation engines assume that disaster, population
dynamics, transportation, and disease/epidemic simulations are not integrated, failing to provide
an end-to-end view for informed decision-making.
1.1 Data- and Model-driven Urban Modeling and Disaster Management
Data-driven models and computer simulations that take into account available domain knowledge,
in addition to past data and observations, represent a promising approach in understanding and
predicting complex urban processes [4, 15, 33, 45] and in information-driven decision-making in
the presence of shifting demands and available resources [8]. Therefore, data-driven models and
simulations for preparedness and response are increasingly critical in predicting geo-temporal evolution of urban systems and effectively managing emergencies through intervention measures [10,
11, 31, 32, 35, 39]. However, existing methods have two fundamental limitations:
(a) First, to be useful, simulations need to track hundreds or thousands of inter-dependent parameters, spanning multiple layers and geo-spatial frames and affected by complex natural and
urban processes operating at different resolutions (Figure 1(a)). Moreover, many of these dynamically evolve over time, requiring continuous adaptation and re-modeling (Figure 1(b)).
(b) Second, urban processes involve various distinct yet inter-dependent processes (e.g., population movement/evacuations, epidemics that result from poor living conditions, and/or population
concentration and mobility) that operate at varying spatial and temporal scales; currently, simulations in individual domains are performed in an isolated manner. In contrast, real-time and
continuous analysis and decision-making, including forecasting the response of the affected urban and/or rural populations and predicting their pre-, during-, and post-disaster movement, and
assessing the effect of evacuations and/or travel controls and other interventions before, during,
and after a disaster require integration and analysis of large volumes of (weather, demographic,
road networks, and disease) data and models.
1.2

Data Challenges: Inherent Sparsity of Simulation Ensembles

In this article, we introduce a novel data and computing infrastructure, named DataStorm [5], that
supports seamless integration of independently developed, reusable scientific models and analysis components. DataStorm solves a wide variety of challenges, including data interoperability,
scalability, temporal and spatial alignment, and sparse simulation space sampling, among others:
Complexity and Heterogeneity: Simulations need to track hundreds of interdependent parameters, spanning multiple geospatial frames, affected by complex inter-dependent dynamic processes operating at different resolutions. Yet, today’s silo-based, de-coupled simulation engines
assume that disaster, population dynamics, transportation, and disease/epidemic simulations are
not integrated, failing to provide an end-to-end view of the disaster.
Dynamicity: In addition, as the data arrives in a streaming fashion, simulation ensembles need
to be continuously revised and refined as the situation on the ground changes: (a) revisions involve incorporating real-world observations as well as updated probability densities into existing
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Fig. 1. Coupled, continuous urban modeling: (a,b) DataStorm enables plug-and-play execution of coupled
simulations, where the user can change any of the component simulators, add new simulation components,
or alter the visualization strategy; (c) moreover, the models are executed continuously, leading to (d) alternate
timelines (i.e., possible outcomes under different assumptions) that can be explored by the users.

simulations to alter their outcomes; (b) refinements include identifying new simulations to run,
incorporating the changing situation on the ground to support improved decision-making.
Sparsity: Simulation ensembles are inherently sparse. Due to the large number of unknowns,
decision-makers usually need to generate ensembles of stochastic scenarios, requiring hundreds or
thousands of individual simulation instances, each with different parameter settings corresponding to distinct plausible scenarios. Moreover, as the number of input parameters of a simulation
increases, the number of potential situations one can simulate increases exponentially. Therefore,
to support effective decision-making, one must answer the question, “Given a large parameter
space and fixed resources and time, which simulation instances should be included?” Yet, there is
little support for simulation ensemble planning and optimization.
1.3

DataStorm: Contributions of the Article

To address the above challenges, we introduce DataStorm, a cloud-based data infrastructure capable of executing multiple coupled simulations synergistically, under a unified model; addressing
computational challenges that arise from the need to acquire, integrate, model, analyze, index,
and search, in a scalable manner, large volumes of multi-variate, multi-layer, multi-resolution,
interconnected, and inter-dependent spatio-temporal data that arise from urban simulations and
real-world observations; and a high-performance data-processing system to support coupled,
continuous observation of the numerical results for simulations from different domains with diverse resource demands and constraints. The novel DataStorm system aims to improve the impact
of community-supplied data and models through sharing and integration of existing, reusable
analysis, data processing, and visualization components into integrated simulation/analysis workflows and provides a spectrum of services, including (a) model/data integration and alignment,
(b) distributed/parallel workflow orchestration, (c) parameter space sampling and simulation
ensemble creation, and (d) ensemble storage, search, analysis, visualization, and sharing.
ACM/IMS Transactions on Data Science, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 19. Publication date: April 2021.
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In this article, to address the sparsity challenge, we propose a density boosting partition-stitch
sampling scheme, which divides the ensemble construction process into the task of constructing
lower modal sub-ensembles. Based on the observation that while most complex processes can
be partitioned to capture different sub-processes, these partitions nevertheless relate to each other
and, hence, reflect the footprints of the same underlying global pattern, we propose to partition the
given system into multiple sub-systems, analyzed independently. To transfer, share, and combine
what we independently learned from the analysis of the sub-systems, we further propose a novel
multi-task tensor decomposition (M2TD) technique, which effectively and efficiently stitches
these sub-ensembles back, in a way that increases the effective density of the simulation samples
to boost accuracy. Experiment results presented in Section 5 show that, for a given budget of
simulations, the proposed density boosting partition-stitch sampling scheme leads to significantly
better accuracy relative to traditional sampling approaches.
2

RELATED WORK

As discussed in the introduction, simulations are being increasingly used for understanding and
predicting complex urban processes [4, 15, 33, 45], including in applications including disaster
preparedness and response [8, 10, 11, 31, 32, 35, 39]. In this section, we provide an overview of
some of the key technologies underlying complex coupled simulation and decision flow systems.
2.1 Scientific Workflow Systems
Scientific workflow systems, such as Kepler [1] and Taverna [18], provide tools for structured,
repeatable data generation and transformation tasks. However, existing systems provide limited
support for uncertainty, imprecision, or adaptation, such as that required by urban data/decision
workflows. In general, such systems do not consider scenarios requiring continuous execution,
preventing workflows operating on data streams. CONFLuEnCE [34] builds upon Kepler to add
continuous execution support, but does not address changes to the underlying workflow in response to such streams. Existing systems often assume serializable or single-system workflow execution, posing significant scalability challenges. BioKepler [2] addresses this through distributed,
cluster-based execution, but a strong focus on biological simulations limits broader applicability.
To the best of our knowledge, no existing scientific workflow systems provide adaptive workflow rewriting, where workflow structure, behavior, or data flow changes in response to current
results.
2.2

Scientific Computation Platforms

Scientific computation, especially that related to complex domain-specific simulations, often requires significant resource allocations, specialized execution characteristics, or other deployment
constraints. To address these considerations, several large-scale platforms have been created for
use by the open research community, such as the NSF-supported Chameleon Cloud [22]. These
systems leverage cloud technologies to provide scalable, configurable, and performant platforms
suitable for scientific computation. Control extends from bare metal configuration up to fully functional cloud environments by leveraging open-source tools such as OpenStack and Atmosphere.
However, these platforms are designed to support a broad range of computational experiments involving interactive computing and data analysis. Thus, they do not provide suitable interfaces for
direct integration with scientific computation. The experiment précis offered by Chameleon Cloud
records user actions to provide coarse-grained experiment replication, but does not address data
provenance, continuous execution, or other desirable characteristics.
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2.3 Simulation Ensembles
Simulation workflows link interrelated models, improving the efficacy beyond that offered by executing the constituent models independently. Such systems have previously been explored in the
literature. SimDMS [39], for example, examined a scenario linking epidemic transmission models
with a variety of different human mobility simulators to evaluate and directly compare the impacts
of population movement on epidemic spread. Similarly, WIFIRE [16] couples several wildfire simulators into a cohesive ensemble, providing better predictive accuracy for wildfire spread through
the creation of a heterogeneous-model, shared-domain simulation environment.
However, in both of these works, linkages within the simulation ensemble required handcrafting for compatibility. Other systems [41] execute multiple instances of identical simulators
in parallel, each with a different parametric configuration, to better cover the potential simulation
space. However, this is designed to work only with identical simulators, restricting ensemble diversity. DataStorm supports workflows including heterogeneous ensembles similar to References
[16, 39], homogeneous ensembles similar to Reference [41], or a combination of both.
Designing ensemble configurations that appropriately and efficiently cover the input parameter
space [7, 37] is not trivial. Work in this area generally falls into two categories: single stage and
sequential approaches. Single-stage approaches find their root in design of experiments [14, 21]
where, given a simulation budget, samples are allocated in a single iteration to minimize the variance of the subsumed model (such as general linear models and Gaussian processes). Examples are
the commonly used Latin hypercube or uniform sampling. These approaches assume a unique response model from throughout the input parameter space. Recent work has also started to take into
account budget constraints and costs of configurations during simulation instance selection [37].
Sequential approaches are handled through single- or multiple-run replications [38]. In single-run
replication, simulation instances are allocated incrementally, with each step evaluating its performance and deciding the next simulation to run. In multiple-run replication, the parameter space is
sampled simultaneously, resulting in multiple, shorter runs. Recent research developments, such
as References [7, 37, 38], focus on discrete event simulation output generated either from a long
replication of a single run or from multiple shorter replications at the conclusion of execution.
In Reference [7], the authors proposed a time dilation scheme, where the units measuring time
can be changed at any event. The proposed dilation method penalizes uninteresting or unrealistic parameter settings and allocates more resources to the interesting ones. This is equivalent
to biased sampling, where high weights are associated with samples in interesting regions, and
correspondingly low weights are assigned to samples from uninteresting parts of the input space.
This method suffers from two drawbacks: (a) predicting computational resource consumption can
be difficult and (b) the resulting ensemble convergence rate may be slow. In Reference [37], the
authors proposed an improvement to address this, which combines time dilation with optimal computing budget allocation. Intuitively, this is similar to identifying interesting parameter settings
while simultaneously optimizing the number of replications to run.
3 DATASTORM
In this article, we present DataStorm (source code and services publicly available through opensource licenses at References [42, 43]), a framework for creation, storage, analysis, and exploration
of coupled, multi-model urban simulation ensembles.
3.1 Overview of DataStorm and DataStorm Flow Engine (DataStorm-FE)
At the core of DataStorm is the DataStorm-FE data- and decision-flow engine and coordination
engine for creating and maintaining coupled, multi-model simulation ensembles. DataStorm-FE
ACM/IMS Transactions on Data Science, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 19. Publication date: April 2021.
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Fig. 2. DataStorm cloud interface and back-end resource visualizer.

Fig. 3. DataStorm visualization and ensemble querying.

provides a means for coordinating data- and decision flows among partially connected simulation
engines and enables end-to-end ensemble planning and optimization (including parameter-space
sampling, output aggregation and alignment, continuous data streaming, and state and provenance
data management) to improve the predictive accuracy of the overall end-to-end simulation process within a limited simulation budget. Additionally, DataStorm provides a cloud-based decision
support infrastructure for results obtained by DataStorm-FE, permitting users to query, explore,
or visualize relevant data to facilitate the decision-making process (Figures 2 and 3).
DataStorm addresses the need to consider multiple distinct, yet inter-dependent models (e.g.,
hurricane, flood, surge, population dynamics, epidemics) to understand disaster-related processes
and to support decision-making (Figure 3(a)). DataStorm-FE coordinates data and decision flows
among multiple actors (simulation engines) and enables end-to-end ensemble planning and optimization. Unlike prior scientific workflow engines, DataStorm-FE (a) is designed for ensemble
executions, creating not one, but multiple scenarios, simultaneously; (b) is designed for continuous
workflow executions with streaming inputs and provides “stateful” DataStorm actors (each actor
involves a simulation model, analytic operation, or a decision criterion); and (c) provides native
support for parameter space sampling and distributed and parallel execution of instances.
By design, DataStorm is inter-operable with existing tools and cyber-infrastructures.
DataStorm is built to interface with leading simulation software, such as GLEaM [3] and STEM [12]
for simulations of geotemporal evolution and forecasting of epidemics, EpaNet2, Finesse, H2Onet,
and WaterCAD for water distribution, and VISSIM, AIMSIM, SUMO, and others for traffic networks. With the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) hurricane model [11], we are able
to predict the track of a hurricane, as well as associated wind speeds and rainfall. Since this model
does not attempt to predict flooding related to these events, we couple the output with Itzï [10],
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a hydrological simulator that models the flow of flood-waters over the landscape. SLOSH [19] is
used for surge modeling. Additionally, the hurricane and floods have behavioral impacts on the
affected population; therefore, the corresponding models are coupled with the Opportunistic Network Environment simulator [24], which is used to track population movement through transport
networks within the affected area. We note that, while DataStorm is primarily conceived to support complex modeling of disasters, the software platform is model-agnostic and can be used as
the seed of a more general purpose urban service and compute infrastructure.
At its lowest level, DataStorm-FE extends the Kepler scientific workflow system [1], designed
to integrate disparate models; in particular, as in Kepler, actors provide code modules that execute a particular task, with the data flow between these actors being controlled by a single global
director. While Kepler provides a basic framework to create executable workflows, including an
actor-oriented modeling paradigm, it has significant limitations: (a) Kepler is not designed for ensemble executions; it can only take a fully instantiated model and execute a specified workflow;
(b) Kepler does not provide stateful actors and is not designed for continuous workflow executions; and (c) while Kepler’s Web and Grid service actors allow scientists to utilize computational
resources on the net in a distributed scientific workflow, it does not provide native support for parameter space sampling, distributed instantiation, and parallel execution of simulation instances
in an ensemble.
The various components of DataStorm are being developed and evaluated under diverse
software/hardware settings, including NSF’s Chameleon Infrastructure [22] and the NSFsupported GEARS platform that provides heterogeneous computing and storage resources [47].
DataStorm uses OpenStack for distributed, parallel simulation instance execution, and Ansible [46]
for automated provisioning, configuration management, and deployment. DataStorm also relies
on MySQL and MongoDB for configuration and provenance/state storage, Apache Tomcat and
JQuery for visualization, Python for subcomponent implementation and coordination, and AWS
and OpenStack for instance orchestration. User and ensemble management stacks are built on
SimDMS [39] for storing and analyzing simulation ensembles (Figure 3(b)).
In the rest of this section, we formalize the DataStorm continuous, coupled simulation and
decision workflows and describe the DataStorm-FE and the DataStorm visualization components.
3.2

Models and Data Streams

In DataStorm-FE, the inputs to a decision-flow are the data sources, with each step in the decisionflow involving an analytic function, model, or decision criterion. Inputs to each step are data and
decisions from the previous steps, plus user-provided decision parameters.
3.2.1 DS-Models.
Definition 1 (Model). A model, M, is a tuple F , P, D, O, ω I , ωO , Δ, where F () is a (simulation
or analysis) function, P is a set of simulation parameter names (defining a simulation space), D is
a set of input data variables, and O is a set of output variables, such that
o ← F (p, d),
 and o are instantiation vectors for P, D, O, respectively.
where p, d,



Many, if not most, models that describe urban environments or other complex systems make
use of temporal information. Whether describing a power grid through demand over time or crime
rates in response to enforcement initiatives, the temporal evolution of the environment plays a key
role in prediction and analysis. Input and output variables to F () have temporal scopes:
ACM/IMS Transactions on Data Science, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 19. Publication date: April 2021.
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• The input variables capture input data to the model for a given input window size, w in
(i.e., the temporal input scope is [t, t + w in )) for some time instant t; note that in discrete
simulations, the input data will also have a discrete resolution, given by resin .
• The output variables capture simulation/model output for a given window size, w out . (i.e.,
the temporal output scope is [t, t + w out )) for some time t; in discrete simulations, the output
data will also have a discrete resolution, given by resout .

In the definition of the model, ω I = w in , resin  and ωO = w out , resout  are the descriptors of the
input and output scopes, e.g., the temporal lengths and resolutions for inputs and outputs. Δ is a
the value of temporal shift. Since models are temporal, they consume and produce data as streams:
Definition 2 (Input Stream). Let M be a model. We refer to the sequence I = (d(0) , d(1) , d(2) . . .),
where each d(j ) is defined in the input data space, D, as an input stream.

Definition 3 (Output Stream). Let M be a model. Let I be an input stream and p be a parameter instantiation, respectively. We refer to the sequence O = (o (0) , o(1) , o(2) . . .), where each o(j ) is
defined in the output data space, O, as the corresponding output stream.

Since the data available to the models evolve over time, DataStorm provides stateless, stateful,
and memoryful models:
• In a stateful model, there is a special state variable, σ , such that d(s+1) [σ ] = o(s ) [σ ]; intuitively, this variable encodes the relevant state information from one simulation step to the
next.
• In a memoryful model, there is a special memory variable, μ, such that d(s+1) [μ] = o(s ) [μ] 
d(t ) [μ], where  denotes the concatenation operation; intuitively, this variable accumulates
and carries the collective memory of the model from one simulation step to the next.
In DataStorm-FE, models are implemented within software modules called DS-Actors.
3.3 DataStorm Workflows
Give the above, a DataStorm workflow, or DS-Flow, is defined as follows:
Definition 4 (DS-Flow). A DataStorm workflow is a node-labeled directed graph, G (V , E, l ),
where the label, l (vh ), of node vh ∈ V in the graph is a model, Mh —i.e., l (vh ) = Mh .

As stated earlier, the models (and consequently the data- and decision-flows or DS-Flows) supported by DataStorm-FE are inherently temporal. Therefore, rather than utilizing a single-shot
execution, where inputs for the workflow are consumed and actors are invoked only once, DSFlows benefit from continuous execution, where data is consumed continuously and each actor
is invoked repeatedly, as upstream actors produce new results or real-world observations become
available.
Definition 5 (Execution Step of a DS-Actor). Let G (V , E, l ) be a DS-Flow, let v ∈ V be a DS-Actor,
and let M = F , P, D, O, ω I , ωO , Δ be the corresponding model. Each execution step s for DSActor v has a corresponding input and output window, in(s) and out (s)
• if s is a source node in G, then in(s) = ⊥ and out (s) = [s × Δ, s × Δ + w out );
• if s is not a source node, then in(s) = [s × Δ, s × Δ + w in ) and out (s) = [s × Δ, s × Δ + w out ),
where Δ is the value of the shift parameter and w in and w out are the input and output

window sizes defined by ω I and ωO , respectively.
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Fig. 4. Two sample model dependency graphs (MDG) with different numbers of constituent models.

For example, a hurricane model generates rainfall data, which will intuitively have an effect
on the output of a flooding model. An example of these dependencies is visualized as a graph
in Figure 4. In this example, the hurricane model is the initial model; it does not take any modelproduced inputs, as there are very few inputs that can influence the path of a hurricane. This model
starts with a control token. The dependency graph is then traversed in a breadth-first fashion so
descendant models’ input windows can be satisfied.
The graph describing the workflow is traversed asynchronously. When traversing a node, the
ownership of the control token is not deterministic, but is based instead on the progress towards
the goal that the model at each node has made. It may be passed if the model has completed
the simulation and reported its results, or it may be retained at a particular state to allow for
additional processing to occur. When a single traversal has been completed, another traversal
begins immediately to provide additional opportunities for control token resolution to occur. As
we describe below, the execution of each DS-Actor node is thus non-atomic: Each DS-Actor itself
has a subgraph of processing modules responsible for different phases of its execution.
3.4 DataStorm Actors (DS-Actors)
The core component of the DataStorm-FE system is the DataStorm-Actor or DS-Actor, consisting
of several more specialized sub-modules that adapt the domain simulator to interface with the
wider system. Each DS-Actor in a DataStorm workflow is associated with one DS-Model. The role
that the DS-Actor submodules play are summarized as follows:
• Data Pre-processing: The relevant data from upstream DS-Actors and external sources
are ingested and aligned before used for simulations.
— Window Manager handles temporal window alignment between models, ensuring sufficient data exist for input window satisfaction, repackaging upstream results into temporally aligned subsets.
— Alignment Manager receives the subsets from the Window Manager, converts the raw
results into a format the running model can process, and handles spatial realignment.
It reduces or increases the resolution of the inputs (if necessary) to ensure spatial and
temporal alignment between input data resolution and model requirements.
• Ensemble Creation:
— Sampling Manager samples the possible simulation space, balancing computation budget against potential scenario fan-out, to decide which simulation scenarios to execute. It
considers previous results, user inputs, computational budgets, and parametric inputs to
generate a high-dimensional simulation space, representing all possible simulation configurations that could be executed. Additionally, the simulation budget may take into
account metadata associated with the computational costs of each model, providing a
wider fan-out for cheaper simulations and more aggressive pruning for expensive ones.
— Execution Manager executes the simulator configurations marked for ensemble inclusion within the cluster, allocating and load balancing instances as necessary. It provides
ACM/IMS Transactions on Data Science, Vol. 2, No. 3, Article 19. Publication date: April 2021.
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Fig. 5. A detailed view of DS-Actors with individual sub-modules, numbered by order of discussion.

a unified interface for running distributed, heterogeneous simulator implementations in
parallel when possible and in sequence if not. DataStorm-FE provides an orchestration
layer (using Ansible to automate configuration management and Vagrant for provisioning and deployment) for creating, configuring, and destroying instances as needed [6].
• Post-processing: Once the simulation instances have been executed, the resulting data
must be collected or aggregated before being passed to the downstream DS-Actor(s).
— Post-Synchronization Manager offers an opportunity to synchronize, aggregate, and
transform the outputs of simulation instances in the ensemble. It aggregates or prunes
raw results or increases predictive accuracy through result post-processing.
— Output Manager packages and stores the results in the provenance database before
passing data to the next downstream DS-Actor. It is also responsible for notifying the
visualization server that new results are ready to be displayed.
Consider the following DS-Flow scenario: The user selects several possible hurricane scenarios,
which correspond to distinct inputs to Mhurricane . Multiple simulator instances spin up and evaluate the proposed scenarios, producing different rainfall maps, wind speeds, and hurricane tracks,
for a given spatio-temporal frame. These outputs need to be aggregated and passed to the downstream actors. These are spatiotemporally aligned and converted to match the expected inputs to
the flooding and mobility models. For Mflood , the Sampling Manager chooses a subset of possible
flood scenarios to be executed and these scenarios are pushed to the Execution Manager to run
the corresponding flood simulation instances. Mmobility waits until its I (s) is satisfied, i.e., the outputs from both Mhurricane and Mflood are ready. Once the data are pre-processed, the alignment,
conversion, and sampling processes repeat for Mmobility to generate the corresponding simulation
ensemble.
In the rest of this section, we detail the above sub-modules of DataStorm actors further. As we
see in Figure 5, we start the discussion of the sub-modules from the Execution Manager.
3.4.1 Execution Manager. The main role of the DS-Actor is to execute simulations, based on the
current data, within the user-specified parameter space: As briefly summarized above and further
formalized below, the DS-Actor samples vectors, p, from the parameter space, P, to create simulation instances to execute (we discuss the Sampling Manager in further detail in Section 3.4.6).
Definition 6 (Simulation Instance). A simulation instance, S(p), is a tuple F , p, D, O, where the
set, P, of simulation parameters has been instantiated as p.

Each simulation execution instance is assigned to a compute resource (see Figure 8) to execute
 the resulting output vector, o, is returned back to DataStorm.
F (p, d) for a given input data vector, d;
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 O,
Definition 7 (Execution Instance). A model execution instance, E(p, d), is a tuple F , p, d,

where simulation parameters and input data have been instantiated to p and d, respectively; each
execution instance also has a corresponding output data instance o.

Definition 8 (Execution Manager). Let M be a model. At each simulation step, s,
the Execution Manager takes as input n parameter and input instantiation pairs, I(s ) =
{(p(s ),1 , d(s ),1 ), . . . , (p(s ),n , d(s ),n )} which we refer to as simulation jobs, and returns n output
vectors O(s ) = {o (s ),1 , . . . , o(s ),n }, each resulting from the processing of a simulation job by a
corresponding model instantiation. We refer to this collection of instances as a simulation
ensemble.

When executing a simulator, there may be potentially many plausible scenarios to explore, each
representing one possible way that future events play out; we call these alternate timelines causality traces. These traces may branch, representing the exploration of multiple scenarios; they may
be pruned, representing a loss of interest or confidence in that scenario; or they may merge, representing the rejoining or aggregation of multiple compatible (see Section 3.4.4) traces back into
one. A special provenance data structure is used to keep track of these traces.
Definition 9 (Execution Provenance). We also define a special provenance variable, π , such that
o(s ), j [π ] = (M, s, p(s ), j , d(s ), j )  d(s, j ) [π ], where  denotes the concatenation operation; intuitively,
the variable contains the accumulated operations that contributed to a particular output.

Internally, the data provenance is a tree-like directed acyclic graph. In this provenance graph,
the root is a particular outcome and the tree collectively encodes the parameters, assumptions, and
predictions that led to that outcome.
3.4.2 Post-synchronizer. Simulation results passed by one DS-Actor to the other may be an
aggregate of multiple execution instances in the ensemble. It is the responsibility of the Postsynchronizer sub-module to aggregate simulation outputs as appropriate:
Definition 10 (Post-synchronizer). Let M be a model and let O(s ) = {o (s ),1 , . . . , o(s ),n } be n output
triples returned by the Execution Manager at step s. Given a target number of outputs, m, an
aggregation function, A(), an aggregation criterion, θ A , and a compatibility criterion, θC , the Postsynchronizer creates a new set R(s ) = {r (s ),1 , . . . , r (s ),m }, where r (s ), j = A(O j ) is the aggregation
of the data in O j = {o j,1 , . . .} ⊆ O(s ) , selected based on the aggregation criterion, consisting of

compatible data elements in O(s ) .
In DataStorm terminology, we refer to each R(s ) as a DataStorm Aggregate Record (DSAR)
and each r (s ),1 ∈ R(s ) as a DataStorm Instance Record (DSIR); these terms are described below.
DSIRs are packaged as a DSAR and placed in the DS-Actor output buffer by the Output Manager.
Note that the aggregation and compatibility criteria consider both data and provenance variables
to decide whether two execution instances of a given model can be combined into one instance.
Intuitively, depending on the application, two execution instances can be said to be compatible if
their execution provenances (including the parameters used for the simulations) are similar.
The user constructs compatibility heuristics using numeric operators to encode potentially
domain-specific constraints between interrelated model parameters. For instance, simulations with
snowfall might be incompatible with results where temperatures significantly exceed 0°C, or hurricane models with different Saffir–Simpson categories, a domain-specific quantization, might be
incompatible.
The Post-synchronizer then uses these heuristics to generate a record compatibility graph based
on the simulation parameters of the execution provenance. This graph is used to perform a spectral
clustering of the results, tuned via user-specified parameters, to aggregate compatible records.
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Once execution instances are aggregated, the system also creates an aggregation provenance to
keep track of the corresponding aggregation operations.
Definition 11 (Aggregation Provenance). The provenance variable associated with the aggregated results are computed as r (s, j ) [π ] = (scoreaдд , scorecomp , {o j,1 , contr j,1 , . . .})  d(s ) [π ],
where scoreaдд is a measure of aggregation quality, scorecomp is the overall compatibility score,

and contr j,h is a measure of the contribution of o j,h ∈ O j to r (s, j ) .
3.4.3 Output Manager. Data within DataStorm is stored in an intermediate format prior to
being shared within the system by the Output Manager. The data structures used by DataStorm
are divided into three levels of abstraction: DSARs, DSIRs, and DataStorm Fragmentary Records
(DSFRs):
• DSFRs represent the most-granular form of information, storing raw results at a given spatiotemporal point. The resolution of these points vary according to the output resolution of
the model that generated them. These results are used whenever it is required to operate
directly on the data itself, such as during aggregation, clustering, or display.
• DSIRs encapsulate a collection of DSFRs and add metadata about the collective spatiotemporal context of the results. This type of record directly maps to a single execution of a
simulator and includes information about the parametric configuration of the model that
generated those results. In cases where one or more DSIRs are aggregated, a new DSIR
(and associated DSFR(s)) is synthesized, ensuring the preservation of the constituent results. Note that DSIRs contain references to raw output data, spatial and temporal context
for that data, and other metadata required for replication.
• DSARs are the highest level of abstraction, and intuitively represent a collection of one
or more DSIRs, with a spatiotemporal context equal to the union of its constituent DSIRs.
DSARs contain a broader set of metadata about the contained information, as well as including information about the provenance of that data, including of the ancestors (upstream
inputs) to the DS-Actor that produced it.
3.4.4 Window Manager. The data that is passed into the downstream actors by the Output
Manager are received by the input buffers of these actors:
Definition 12 (Input Buffers). Let G (V , E, l ) be a DataStorm workflow, let vi ∈ V be a DS-Actor,
and let Mi = Fi , Pi , Di , Oi , ω Ii , ωO i , Δi  be its corresponding model.
For each edge (v j → vi ) ∈ E, the actor vi has access to a buffer, B j,i , consisting of the sequence,
B j,i = {R j, (0) , R j, (1) , R j, (2) , . . .} of DSARs produced by model Mj associated with DS-Actor v j . 
When a model receives a set of DSARs from its upstream models into its input buffers, it must
first determine how to map these results to the information required for its execution. This might
be as simple as making sure necessary data is available for the temporal period being simulated or
as complex as mixing and matching large numbers of inputs from many alternative scenarios to
best match the experimental environment. This process is handled by the Window Manager, which
produces one or more sets of DSARs. Each set of DSARs is referred to as a windowing set, with the
DSARs encapsulated therein satisfying the input requirements (I (s)) of the model. Intuitively, the
raw inputs can be assembled in many possible configurations, reflected as their power set. From
this power set, windowing sets are selected to be used as inputs to the current step of the DS-Actor.
Definition 13 (Windowing Set). Let G (V , E, l ) be a DataStorm workflow, let vi ∈ V be a nonsource DS-Actor, and let Mi be the corresponding model. As defined in Definition 5, for the execution of step, s, the DS-Actor vi , has a corresponding input window, ini (s) = [s × Δi , s × Δi + w ini ).
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Fig. 6. Two sample windowing strategies: The window manager receives seven data entries from the upstream actor and needs to combine these in a way that satisfies the windowing constraint (in this example,
we assume that all data entries are compatible with each other).

Given a target number, k, of candidates, a windowing criterion, θW , and a compatibility criterion,
θC , for each step s, the Window Manager of the DS-Actor vi creates (up to) k windowing sets,
W(s ),1 , . . . , W(s ),k . Each windowing set, W(s ),h , consists of inputs from the upstream DS-Actors:
W(s ),h = {W(s ),h, j | (v j → vi ) ∈ E}
where
• W(s ),h, j = {d | (d ∈ R j, (l ) ) ∧ (R j, (l ) ∈ B j,i )} such that
—W(s ),h, j satisfies the windowing criterion θW (), indicating that the output scopes corresponding to R j, (l ) collectively cover the input scope ini (s); and
— W(s ),h satisfies the compatibility criterion θC (), indicating that the input vectors that con
tribute to all W(s ),h, j ∈ W(s ),h are all compatible with each other.
Windowing criteria help determine which subsets of data will be used as input for the given
window based on data overlaps and data gaps. Consider the scenarios in Figure 6:
(a) The least gap strategy minimizes gaps. Let W be a set of data entries from upstream
nodes and window be a window of interest. Let also covered (W , window ) be the portion of the window covered by the data in W . Under this strategy, we maximize
scorewin;lд (W , window ) = covered (W , window ), In Figure 6(a), the algorithm selects input data scopes 2, 3, and 7, producing no gaps over the target window.
(b) The least overlap strategy minimizes the overlaps while maximizing the total area
of the window covered. Under this criteria, we maximize scorewin;lo (W , window ) =
covered (W , window )/(1 + overlap(W , window )), where overlap(W , window ) is the portion of the window covered by overlaps among W . In Figure 6(b), the algorithm selects
input data 1, 5, and 6.
Once the windowing sets have been identified and selected, provenance information is recorded:
Definition 14 (Windowing Provenance). Each windowing set, W(s ),h , is associated with a provenance metadata,
P(s ),h = scorecomp , {prov (j,i ) | (v j → vi ) ∈ E},
where scorecomp = the overall compatibility score,
 ] | (d ∈ W(s ),h, j ) ∧ (W(s ),h, j ∈ W(s ),h )},
prov (j,i ) = Mi , scorewin,i , {d[π
and scorewin,i = the measure of windowing quality for each input buffer.



Thus, the k windowing sets, W(s ),1 , . . . , W(s ),k , and the corresponding provenance metadata are
passed to the Alignment Manager.
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3.4.5 Alignment Manager. Once windowing sets satisfying the running model’s input requirements are identified, the corresponding data must be transformed into a format that can be directly
used by the model itself. This process varies and may include upsampling or downsampling spatial
or temporal resolutions, chunking or truncating over-large inputs, aggregating overlapping data,
or interpolating for missing data.
Definition 15 (Aligned Vectors). Let G (V , E, l ) be a DataStorm workflow, let vi ∈ V be a nonsource DS-Actor, and let Mi be the corresponding model.
Let W(s ),1 , . . . , W(s ),k be the k windowing sets created by the Window Manager for this model
in step s and let P(s ),1 , . . . , P(s ),k be the corresponding provenance vectors.
Given an alignment function, A (), the Alignment Manager aligns each W(s ),h to create a
data vector to be processed by the model. More specifically, the alignment process combines all
W(s ),h, j ∈ W(s ),h into a single aligned vector a (s ),h , such that
• a (s ),h = A (W(s ),h ) is a data vector defined on the input space Di of model Mi .



It is important that, during this process, the original input data is not modified or deleted, since
this could obfuscate important data provenance relationships. As such, the resulting transformed
data is treated as a new entry in the DS-Flow, and information about the process (such as uncertainty caused by interpolation) is added to the provenance graph.
Definition 16 (Alignment Provenance). The provenance data corresponding to the alignment process is
a (s ),h [π ] = scoreal iдn,h   P(s ),h ,
where the alignment score, scoreal iдn,h , indicates the amount of information lost during the alignment process, which includes sub- or super-resolution of the input data to align the data resolution

with the input temporal resolution, resin,i of model, Mi .
The resulting k aligned vectors a (s ),1 , . . . a (s ),k are then passed to the Sampling Manager to help
select simulation instances to execute.
3.4.6 Sampling Manager. The Sampling Manager takes the k aligned input data vectors and
creates an ensemble of execution instances to be executed by the Execution Manager:
Definition 17 (Simulation Sampling). Given k data vectors d(s ),1 , . . . d(s ),k and a target number n
of execution instances, the Sampling Manager samples the parameter space defined by P to create
the set I(s ) = {(p(s ),1 , d(s ),1 ), . . . , (p(s ),n , d(s ),n )}, such that
•
•
•

a (s ),1 , . . . a (s ),k },
the data vector d(s ),h corresponds to one of the aligned vectors in {
d(s ),h ∈ P,
d(s ),h [π ] = scoresampl e,h   d(s ),h [π ], where scoresampl e,h is the sampling quality score for
this simulation sample.


The resulting n input instantiation pairs (i.e., the simulation ensemble to be executed) are passed
to the Execution Manager, as specified in Section 3.4.1.
Note that deciding which execution instances to include in the ensemble is far from trivial. We
discuss this in greater detail in Section 4.
3.5 Timelines
As we described in the Introduction and the previous subsection, DataStorm supports coupled and
continuous simulation workflows.
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Fig. 7. (a) Provenance captures the complete history that lead to the execution of a particular simulation
instance; (b) a timeline, however, captures a maximal subset of an execution provenance such that for each
given time instant, t, there is at most one simulation instance of each model type.

Each simulation instance in this workflow can be considered as a quadruple m, p, w, o, indicating the model that has been executed (m), using input parameters and data (p), and generating
output o corresponding to a time window w = [tst ar t , tend ]. Moreover, each instance has a history
of other simulation instances (of the same or different model types) and the output of this simulation instance feeds into one or more futures that consist of simulation instances (of the same or
different model types) that depend on the outcome of this particular instance.
In the previous subsection, we referred to the complete history of an executed simulation instance as an execution provenance and highlighted that the data provenance is a tree-like directed
acyclic graph, where the root is a particular simulation instance and the tree collectively encodes
the parameters, assumptions, and predictions that led to the execution of that particular instance
(Figure 7(a)). Note that, ideally, in the simulation instances contained in the execution provenance,
for each given time instant, t, there will be one and only one simulation instance of type m whose
window w covers that time instant. However, due to the existence of fusion sub-actors that implement operations, such as windowing, alignment, and aggregation, each of which potentially
combines simulation results from different execution instances, the provenance of a simulation
instance does not necessarily satisfy this ideal scenario: Instead, each time instant t may be covered by multiple simulation instances of type m, each with a different set of data and parameter
values.
We therefore define a timeline as a maximal subset of an execution provenance, such that for each
given time instant, t, and for each model m, there is at most one simulation instance of that model
type whose window w covers the time instant t (Figure 7(b)). Intuitively, each timeline corresponds
to a different causal history and an execution provenance may contain many such histories, each
of which can be separately displayed. The set is maximal in the sense that (a) the simulation time
instants that are not covered by simulation instances of all models are minimized and (b) the
causal relationships (encoded as input-output pairing among simulation instances) are maximally
preserved (i.e., if a simulation instance is in the timeline, then other simulation instances that
have produced data that are used as input by this simulation instance are also preferably in the
timeline). Note that, since the number of possible timelines of a simulation execution can be large,
DataStorm provides visualization actors that help explore these alternate timelines.
3.6 DataStorm Cloud Deployment and Configuration
Architecturally, DataStorm includes many moving parts, requiring substantial engineering automation to coordinate (Figure 8). The simulator instantiation and execution itself is managed by
StormCloud, the cloud automation of DataStorm. It follows the concept of using multiple cloud
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Fig. 8. DataStorm deployment (A–D, in yellow) and workflow execution (1–9, in blue).

providers simultaneously, sometimes known as “sky computing” [23], to leverage the complementary strengths of each. Specifically, our system uses Amazon Web Services’ EC2, the Chameleon
platform [22], an OpenStack-based provider, as well as Google Cloud Platform’s Google App Engine, as part of a hybrid system. To facilitate the automatic creation and deletion of simulation
instances, StormCloud integrates with relevant platform APIs, wrapping them in an abstraction
layer, and allows for extension to alternative cloud providers.
The yellow boxes in Figure 8 represent the process through which a new cluster is configured
for DataStorm deployment: The user (A) creates a configuration file using an interactive, guided
tool to collect all relevant workflow parameters and settings. The user (B) then starts StormCloud,
which reads this information and begins the process. It first (C) communicates with the cluster
API, using it to (D) build, configure, and deploy the necessary infrastructure to reflect the user’s
described configuration. These tools are designed to be intuitive for non-technical domain experts.
Once DataStorm is deployed, it can run simulation workflows: A user (1) initiates an experiment
through the web interface. This (2) triggers a call to the visualization frontend, which in turn
(3) updates the core DataStorm-FE state machine. Once the previous sub-actors have produced
a set of simulation jobs, the Execution Manager determines the appropriate load balancing for
the current model, then (4) allocates them to the active instances. These jobs are translated from
DataStorm’s internal data format via a model-agnostic middleware, the Job Gateway. The models
are then executed, and once the simulation results are ready, the same middleware (5) reformats
the results and stores them in a harmonized format in the database. DataStorm-FE (6) reads the
database to determine if the results are ready, and (7) notifies the visualization frontend they are
ready for display. These are then (8) rendered to the browser for (9) further exploration by the user.
3.7 DataStorm Visualization
Results generated by a simulation ensemble are only as useful as the conclusions they produce. As
the raw data generated by DataStorm can be both large and difficult to parse, and users may be
domain experts and not necessarily data scientists, it is critical that data exploration and analysis
be as accessible as possible. DataStorm provides an intuitive and easy-to-use interface that allows
users to explore results in real time, as they are generated, from the familiar environment of their
web browser. To best balance analytical power against usability, DataStorm provides a variety of
tools to users, allowing deeper data comparisons without overloading users with overly complex
default views.
We provide additional information about DataStorm visualization, with focus on timeline exploration, in the attached Appendix (supplementary material).
3.7.1 DataStorm Visualization Actors (DS-VizActors). Results from a heterogeneous simulation
ensemble can be highly diverse in their modalities, resolutions, quantity, and more. Users must
be able to explore rich and potentially voluminous data flexibly to allow both high-level analysis
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about cross-domain interactions and also highly focused assessments of domain-specific results
by experts. DataStorm offers this functionality through a special type of DS-Actor referred to as
DataStorm visualization actors (DS-VizActors). DS-VizActors consist of a Window Manager, to
receive data from the DS-Actors in the system, and an Alignment Manager, to align the resolutions
of the input data from multiple models.
Once the data from different models are aligned, each selected data variable is then mapped
into a visualization layer, represented by a suitable visualization paradigm, such as a heat map,
vector plot, point cloud, or Lagrangian density field. Users can filter results by model, variable,
or modality, assigning each result to a separate layer in composite views that allow spatial and
temporal exploration. Additionally, users can view up to four such compositions at once, each
corresponding to a different timeline, allowing for side-by-side comparisons between results with
different spatiotemporal contexts, compositions, or causality traces.
3.7.2 Provenance Visualization. A DataStorm ensemble can produce potentially many different
possible scenarios from the inputs, parameters, and ground truth data it receives. In comparing
these conclusions, and in particular interpreting their relative likelihoods and confidence values
computed by DataStorm, a user may wish to explore the result provenance graph directly. By doing
so, important decision points and sources of uncertainty can be identified, reported, or manually
pruned or adjusted to take into account user expertise not otherwise encoded into the simulations
themselves. For more information, please refer to Section 1.2 of the Appendix.
Users may also choose to explore and compare different causality traces (i.e., paths through
the provenance graph) to directly evaluate the downstream differences resulting from a particular
variable or uncertainty point. By evaluating these downstream results from the perspective of
domain experts, potential future scenarios can be pruned or emphasized based on potential impact,
plausibility, or other difficult-to-quantify heuristics.
3.7.3 Collaboration. Urban planning, disaster response, and other problems that can benefit
from the predictive capabilities of DataStorm often require large-scale collaboration between subject matter experts across disparate domains. To facilitate this process, the DataStorm Visualizer
includes support for collaboration lobbies, allowing users to synchronize their visualizations across
many different clients. This optional functionality builds on top of rich independent data exploration capabilities to allow users to share insights, identify cross-domain data dependencies, and
present conclusions to decision-makers without requiring data export, report generation, or anything more complex than a web browser.
4

PARTITION-STITCH SIMULATION SAMPLING FOR DENSITY-BOOSTED
ENSEMBLE CREATION

As described in Section 3.4.6, simulation space sampling, to decide which simulation instances
to execute to support decision-making, is a key task of the DataStorm system. Yet, as we have
also discussed in Section 2.3, simulation ensembles, represented as high-dimensional arrays (or
tensors), are inherently sparse due to the large volume of potential simulations to execute and the
cost of executing each individual simulation instance:
• Limited ensemble simulation budgets: Since complex, inter-dependent parameters affected by complex dynamic processes have to be taken into account, execution of simulation
ensembles can be very costly. This leads to simulation budget constraints that limit the number
of simulations one can include in an ensemble.
• Inherent data sparsity of simulation ensembles: A simulation ensemble is inherently
sparse (relative to the space of potential simulations one could run), which constitutes a
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significant problem in simulation-based decision-making. This leads to the following critical
question: “Given a parameter space and a fixed simulation budget, which simulation instances
we should include in the ensemble?”

Note that, despite the inherent sparsity of the simulation ensembles, because of the complexities of
key processes and the varying scales at which they operate, experts often lack the means to drive
conclusions from these ensembles. This leads to the need for data analytics on simulation ensembles
to discover broad, actionable patterns. In this section, we describe a tensor-based framework to
represent, create, and analyze large simulation ensembles.1
4.1

Tensor-based Representation and Analysis of Simulation Ensembles

The tensor model maps a multi-attribute schema into an N -modal array. More formally, let I j
denote the number of distinct values that the jth attribute (or jth mode) can take. The tensor X is
then an N mode array such that X ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×···×I N . Intuitively, the modes of the tensor represent
different factors that impact an observation and the value that the tensor records for a given cell
corresponds to an observation for a specific combination of factor instances.
4.1.1 Tensor Representation of a Complex Dynamic System. Let us be given a complex dynamic
system, S, with N input parameters, such that the ith input parameter can take Ii distinct values.
For simplicity of the discussion, let us further assume that for each input parameter combination
v 1 , . . . v N , the complex dynamic system S generates a single value S (v 1 , . . . , vn ). Let, further, Y
be the set of all simulations of the system S one can execute and the corresponding results; i.e.,
Y = {yi = vi,1 , . . . , vi, N , S (vi,1 , . . . , vi, N )  1 ≤ i ≤ I 1 × I 2 × · · · × I N }. It is easy to see that Y
can be encoded as a tensor Y ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×···×I N , where for all yi ∈ Y , the tensor cell Y (vi,1 , . . . , vi, N )
has the value S (vi,1 , . . . , vi,n ).
4.1.2 Tensor Representation of a Simulation Ensemble. Intuitively, the tensor model maps a
multi-attribute schema to a multi-modal array (where each potential tuple is a tensor cell). Consequently, we can map a given simulation ensemble onto a tensor such that each simulation parameter corresponds to a mode of a tensor and the non-null entries in the tensor represent results of
the simulations we have executed.
The number, I 1 × · · · × I N , of simulations of the system, S, one can run can be very large. Instead,
as discussed in the introduction, we often run a much smaller subset (or ensemble) of the simulations to get an idea about S. Given an ensemble of B
I 1 × · · · × I N simulations, let X be the set
of simulations that have been selected to be executed as well as the corresponding system outputs;
i.e., X = {x i = vi,1 , . . . , vi, N , S (vi,1 , . . . , vi, N )  1 ≤ i ≤ B}. It is easy to see that X can be encoded as a tensor X ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×···×I N , where for all x i ∈ X , the tensor cell X(vi,1 , . . . , vi, N ) has the
value S (vi,1 , . . . , vi, N ) and all other cells have null values (indicating simulations that could potentially have been run, but have not been included in the ensemble). Since B
I1 × I2 × · · · × I N ,
the tensor X is very sparse, meaning that there will be many more null-valued cells than the cells
recording real-valued simulation results.
4.1.3 Tensor-based Analysis of a Simulation Ensemble. Tensor decomposition [17, 28, 44] (which
generalizes matrix decomposition to tensors) has been successfully used in various applications,
such as social networks, sensor streams, and others [27]. Intuitively, the tensor decomposition
process rewrites the given tensor in the form of a set of factor matrices (one for each mode of the
input tensor) and a core matrix (which, intuitively, describes the spectral structure of the given
tensor). As such, tensor decomposition has also been used for the analysis of dynamical systems:
1 This

is an extended version of the conference paper [29].
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Reference [40] proposed a tensor-based model for time series and Reference [26] proposed a dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) scheme for the analysis of the behavior of complex dynamical systems.
The two most popular tensor decomposition algorithms are the Tucker [44] and the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) [17] decompositions. In this article, we focus on the Tucker decomposition of simulation ensemble tensors. Intuitively, the Tucker decomposition generalizes singular
value matrix decomposition (SVD) to higher-dimensional data. Given a tensor X, Tucker decomposition factorizes the tensor into factor matrices with different number of rows, which are
referred to as the rank of the decomposition. For the simplicity of the discussion, let us consider a
3-mode tensor X ∈RI ×J×K . Tucker decomposition would decompose X into three matrices A, B, C
and one core dense tensor g, such that
X ≈ X̃ = g ×1 A ×2 B ×3 C ≡

Q 
R
P 


дpqr ap ◦ bq ◦ c r ,

p=1 q=1 r =1

where A ∈ RI ×P , B ∈ RJ×Q , C ∈ RK×R , are the factor matrices and can be treated as the principal
components in each mode. The (dense) core tensor, g ∈ RP×Q×R , indicates the strength of interactions among different components of the factor matrices.
ALGORITHM 1: HOSVD
Input: Tensor X, Rank for each mode r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N
Output: Decomposed factors U (1) , U (2) , . . . , U (N ) and core tensor G
for n = 1, . . . , N do
matricize X into matrix X (n)
U (n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X (n) ;
G = X ×1 U (1)T ×2 U (2)T , . . . , ×N U (N )T
return G, U (1) , U (2) ,. . . , U (N )

More generally, given an N -mode tensor, X ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×···×I N , and N target rank values, r 1 through
r N , the corresponding Tucker decomposition is [G, U (1) , U (2) , U (3) , . . . , U (N) ], such that
X̃ = G ×1 U (1) ×2 U (2) ×3 U (3) · · · ×N U (N) ≈ X.
Here, U (i) are the N factor matrices and G is an r 1 × · · · × r N dimensional core tensor. Algorithm 1
illustrates the HOSVD algorithm [27] for Tucker decomposition of a given N -mode tensor, X for
target rank values, r 1 through r N . For each mode of the tensor, HOSVD matricizes (flattens) the
high-order tensor X into a matrix. Then this matrix is decomposed (using SVD) to obtain the left
eigenvectors and these are packed into a factor matrix for the corresponding mode. Finally, the
core tensor is recovered from the original tensor and the N factor matrices obtained as described.
It is important to note that tensors very rarely have exact Tucker decompositions. In almost all
cases, the new tensor X̃ obtained by recomposing the factor matrices A, B, C and core tensor g is
often different from the input tensor, X. The accuracy of the decomposition is often measured by
considering the Frobenius norm of the difference tensor. A major challenge, however, is that the
sparser the input tensor, the less accurate will be its analysis—this is especially a major challenge
in the analysis of inherently sparse simulation ensembles.
4.1.4 Simulation Space Sampling for Effective Ensemble Analysis. Ideally, to study the system, S,
we would construct a complete tensor Y ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×···×I N , and given target rank values, r 1 through
r N , we would obtain its corresponding Tucker decomposition [H , V (1) , V (2) , V (3) , . . . , V (N) ], where
Ỹ = H ×1 V (1) ×2 V (2) ×3 V (3) · · · ×N V (N) ≈ Y .
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Fig. 9. Conventional solutions for ensemble generation.

However, this would be prohibitively costly: First, this would require I 1 × · · · × I N simulations,
which can be computationally overwhelming. Even if this many simulations can be obtained, the
analysis of the resulting tensor may be prohibitively expensive. Instead, given a budget B
I1 ×
· · · × I N , the problem is to identify a set, X = {x i = vi,1 , . . . , vi, N , S (vi,1 , . . . , vi, N )  1 ≤ i ≤
B} of B simulations to execute, such that the Tucker decomposition [G, U (1) , U (2) , U (3) , . . . U (N) ] of
the corresponding tensor X has the following property:
X̃ = G ×1 U (1) ×2 U (2) ×3 U (3) · · · ×N U (N) ≈ X,
and the Frobenius norm, Y − X̃F , of the difference (from the complete ensemble, Y ) is small.
4.2 Key Observation: Density Boosting through Space Partitioning
Consider the three conventional ensemble sampling strategies visualized in Figure 9:
• Strategy #1: Random Sampling. The first approach for creating a budget constrained ensemble of simulations for the system S is to uniformly randomly sample B
I1 × · · · × I N
parameter value configurations in the parameter space and execute those B randomly sampled simulations to obtain the ensemble, X r s (Figure 9(a)).
• Strategy #2: Grid Sampling. The second approach for creating a budgeted ensemble for S is
to sample B parameter value configurations at positions defined by a regularly spaced grid
and execute those B sampled simulations to obtain the ensemble, X дs (Figure 9(b)).
• Strategy #3: Slice Sampling. As we can see from Figures 9(a) and (b), the major difference between random sampling and grid sampling is that in grid-based ensemble construction, the
subsets of the selected simulation samples are aligned on vertical and horizontal directions
(or slices) of the underlying tensor, and these vertical and horizontal slices cover the tensor
regularly. Alternatively, these slices and the samples within each slice can be randomly selected. Intuitively, each slice fixes one of the parameters, therefore, the samples within each
slice are denser (whereas the density of the overall tensor remains the same). We refer to
the resulting ensemble as X ss .
It is easy to see that each of these conventional sampling strategies will lead to only sparse ensembles. These strategies cover the underlying parameter space in different ways using the same
number of simulation instances. Consequently, while the local sub-space densities may differ, the
overall simulation density is identically low for all three cases.
In this section, we describe a novel ensemble creation strategy, which we refer to as the partitionstitch sampling: given an N -parameter simulation and an ensemble budget of B, instead of randomly allocating the B samples in the N -dimensional parameter space, we partition the simulation
space into ∼ N /2 dimensional sub-spaces and allocate B/2 simulations for each sub-space: Note
that, since the number of possible simulations for each sub-space reduced exponentially (in the
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Fig. 10. Partition-stitch sampling for a five-parameter double pendulum system: (a) the initial angle of the
first pendulum ϕ 1 , (b) the initial angle of the second pendulum ϕ 2 , (c) the weight of the first bob m 1 , (d) the
weight of the second bob m 2 , and (e) the gravity, д.

number of excluded parameters), this corresponds to an exponential increase in the density of the
samples for each sub-space:
Example 1 (Density Boosting through Space Partitioning). Let us consider a five-parameter double equal-length pendulum system in Figure 10(a). Instead of considering the original system, we
can divide the simulation space into simulations for two three-parameter systems as we see in
Figure 10:
• System 1: In this system, we are allowed to vary the initial angle, ϕ 1 , and weight, m 1 , of
the first pendulum as well as the gravity, д; but the initial angle, ϕ 2 , and weight, m 2 , of the
second pendulum are fixed.
• System 2: In the second system, we can vary the initial angle, ϕ 2 , and weight, m 2 , of the
second pendulum as well as the gravity, д; in this case, the initial angle, ϕ 1 , and weight, m 1 ,
of the first pendulum are fixed.
Note that neither of the two systems are perfect representations of the overall behavior of the
whole system as, in both cases, two out of the five parameters are fixed to some default values. However, the simulation densities of both systems are now much higher than the simulation density of the original system: Using the numbers considered earlier, each sub-system has
three parameters with 20 distinct values, leading to a parameter space of 203 = 8,000 simulations.
If we allocate 500 (=1,000/2) simulations to each sub-space, this leads to a simulation density of
500/8,000 = 0.0625, which is 200 time denser than the original simulation space.

4.3 Key Challenge: Stitching Sub-spaces
While sub-space partitioning promises to boost densities of spaces, there remain several important
questions to leverage this observation in practice. The first such critical question being
• “How do we stitch back the results obtained from the individual sub-spaces?”
Here, we may have several alternatives: In the simplest alternative, all the simulations from the two
systems can be unioned into a single five-mode tensor and this five-mode tensor can be decomposed for analysis. This is potentially very expensive, as the decomposition cost often increases
exponentially with the number of modes of the input tensor [25, 30]. We will also see that, once
unioned into a single tensor, the overall density is still low and the accuracy gains will be very
limited.
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Instead, in this section, we will present a join-based scheme to increase the effective density of
the ensemble. In particular, we will present two approaches (join stitching and zero-join stitching)
to combine simulation results from the sub-systems and experimentally validate the effectiveness
of these schemes. Several questions, however, remain:
• How do we select the parameter to be shared across the two sub-spaces?: We experimentally
verify that the significant gains in accuracy due to the increase in simulation densities of the
sub-systems reduces the need to be particularly careful in selecting the shared parameter.
• What about the fact that both partial systems use some defaultvalues to fix some of the parameters? Does not this negatively affect accuracy? We will see that the gains obtained in
accuracy due to the significant jump in simulation densities will overcome any disadvantages associated with fixing some of the parameters.
• If we are joining the sub-ensembles back to the original N -parameter space, would not this
negatively effect the tensor decomposition cost? If done naively, yes; and we discuss this in
the rest of this section.
4.4

Partition-stitch Sampling

In this section, we show that, while executing the same number (B) of simulation instances as
before, we can increase the effective simulation density of the ensemble by carefully partitioning
the simulations to run into two groups and, then, by carefully stitching them, relying on shared
information among these groups to transfer knowledge among them. The key observation is that
most complex processes can be partitioned such that, while each partition captures different subprocesses, these nevertheless relate to each other and, hence, reflect the footprints of the same
underlying global pattern. Therefore, at least in theory, it should be possible to partition the given
system S into two sub-systems, S 1 and S 2 , and analyze them independently. Transferring what
we independently learned from the analysis of S 1 and S 2 back-and-forth, we should be able to
gather information regarding the original global system, S. To leverage this observation, however,
we need to answer two major questions: (a) “How do we partition the system, S, into two subsystems?” and (b) “How do we stitch the outcomes of these two sub-systems, S 1 and S 2 , back to learn
about S?”
4.4.1 PF-Partitioning of a Parameter Space. It turns out that the answer to the first question is
relatively straightforward: Given a system S with N input parameters, we will partition the system
into two sub-systems S 1 and S 2 , each with N 2−k + k input parameters, such that
• the two systems share k of their input parameters as pivot parameters, and
• for each system, the remaining N 2−k parameters will be set to a default value, referred to as
fixing constants.
We will refer to this as the Pivoted/Fixed (PF)-partitioning of a parameter space. Intuitively, S 1
and S 2 correspond to two constrained sub-spaces: They have lesser free parameters than the original system S, as each one is generated by fixing N 2−k of the input parameters. Once the two
sub-systems are obtained through PF-partitioning, we can then create two sets, X 1 and X 2 , of ensembles (through random, grid, or slice sampling), each with B/2 simulations— these simulations
are created with common values for shared pivot parameters. Consequently, the pivot parameters
can be used for stitching the two ensembles together. Formally, let ρ 1 , . . . , ρ i , . . . ρ N denote the N
input parameters of S, each with a domain with Ii distinct values. Without loss of generality, we
refer to
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Fig. 11. Ensemble creation through PF-partitioning, followed by JE-stitching provides a higher effective density than the convention sampling of the original parameter space.

• ρ 1 through ρ k as the pivot parameters,
— we select P ≤ I 1 × · · · × Ik possible configurations for the pivot parameters for ensemble
generation,
• ρ k+1 through ρ k+(N −k )/2 will serve as the free input parameters of system S 1 and fixed
parameters of S 2 ,
— we select E ≤ Ik+1 × · · · × Ik+(N −k )/2 possible configurations for the free parameters for
ensemble generation for system S 1 ,
• ρ k+(N −k )/2+1 through ρ N will serve as the free input parameters of system S 2 and fixed
parameters of S 1 ,
— we select E ≤ Ik+(N −k )/2+1 × · · · × I N possible configurations for the free parameters for
ensemble generation for system S 2 .
Note that, given the input budget B, we have P × E = B/2. In the next sub-section, we discuss how
to stitch these sub-ensembles to increase the overall effective density.
4.4.2 JE-stitching. As we mentioned above, the goal of the stitching process is to increase the
effective density of the ensemble. Join-Ensemble (JE)-Stitching achieves this by joining or zerojoining the two sub-systems along the shared modes:
Join-based Stitching. Let X 1 and X 2 denote the two tensors representing the simulation ensembles, X 1 and X 2 , for the two sub-systems S 1 (ρ 1,1 , . . . , ρ 1,k+(N −k )/2 ) and S 2 (ρ 2,1 , . . . , ρ 2,k+(N −k )/2 ),
respectively. For simplicity, let the first k parameters of both sub-systems denote the set of parameters shared between the two sub-systems. We construct a new join ensemble, J , as follows: For
all pairs of simulations in the two ensembles that agree on the parameter values for the k shared
parameters (i.e., (ρ 1,1 = ρ 2,1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (ρ 1,k = ρ 2,k )), we compute the average of the terms
x 1 = X 1 (ρ 1,1 , . . . , ρ 1,k , ρ 1,k+1 , . . . , ρ 1,k+(N −k )/2 )
x 2 = X 2 (ρ 2,1 , . . . , ρ 2,k , ρ 2,k+1 , . . . , ρ 2,k+(N −k )/2 )
2
and the resulting average, x 1 +x
2 , as the value for the corresponding join ensemble entry
J (ρ 1,1 , . . . , ρ 1,k+(N −k )/2 , ρ 2,k+1 , . . . , ρ 2,k+(N −k )/2 ).
Note that, since for each one of the P unique combinations selected for the shared pivot parameters, there are E ensemble simulations in both sub-systems, the resulting join ensemble tensor, J , represents P × E 2 joined simulations—since, as we saw in the previous subsection, we
have P × E = B/2, this gives us B 2 /(4P ) simulation entries (and assuming that B  (4P )) effectively squaring the simulation density (Figure 11). As we experimentally verify in Section 5, (due
to this increased effective density) the decomposition of J will be a far better approximation for
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the original system S than the decomposition of the tensor X, which represents the original set of
simulations, X = X 1 ∪ X 2 . In fact, the accuracy gains associated with this density increase
• prevents any disadvantages associated with eliminating some of the free parameters, and
• leads to significant overall accuracy gains, even without precise a priori knowledge about
parameters to use as pivot and/or values for fixing constants.
Zero-Join based Stitching. Note, however, that when E (i.e., sub-system densities) is small, the
overall join ensemble density may still be too low to provide accurate analysis. In such a case,
we can further boost the overall ensemble density by using zero-join (as opposed to simple join)
to stitch the sub-ensembles: When constructing the join ensemble, J , for all pairs of simulations
in the two sub-ensembles that agree on the parameter values for the k shared parameters (i.e.,
(ρ 1,1 = ρ 2,1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (ρ 1,k = ρ 2,k )), we still compute the average of the terms as described above.
But, in this case, if there is a simulation instance,
x 1 = X 1 (ρ 1,1 , . . . , ρ 1,k , ρ 1,k+1 , . . . , ρ 1,k+(N −k )/2 )
but the simulation instance
X 2 (ρ 1,1 , . . . , ρ 1,k , ρ 2,k+1 , . . . , ρ 2,k+(N −k )/2 )
does not exist; then, we treat the missing simulation instance as if it exists with 0 value, and we
construct the corresponding join ensemble entry J (ρ 1,1 , . . . , ρ 1,k+(N −k )/2 , ρ 2,k+1 , . . . , ρ 2,k+(N −k )/2 )
with value x 12+0 . We similarly handle simulation instances in X 2 .
Note that zero-joining increases the effective density of the simulation ensemble to 2 × (P ×
E 2 ) × E 2 , and as we experimentally verify in Section 5, it significantly boosts accuracy in cases
where sub-ensemble simulation densities are too low for basic join-based stitching be effective.
4.5 Multi-task Tensor Decomposition (M2TD)
The difficulty with JE-stitching, of course, is that tensor J has almost double the number of modes
as the tensors X 1 and X 2 . Consequently, its decomposition is likely to be significantly more expensive than the decomposition of these two pre-join tensors. What remains to be shown is that
we can, in fact, obtain the decomposition of J directly from the decompositions of X 1 and X 2 .
We discuss this in this section.
Let X 1 and X 2 be two sub-ensemble tensors corresponding to sub-systems constructed through
PF-partitioning of an N -parameter system, S. Let J be the join ensemble and J be the corresponding join tensor one could obtain through JE-stitching. In this section, we introduce three alternative
M2TD schemes to obtain the decomposition of J from the decompositions of X 1 and X 2 .
4.5.1 M2TD-Average (M2TD-AVG). Remember from the earlier sections that both X 1 and X 2 are
M-modal tensors, where M = k + (N − k )/2, and that the first k modes are shared. We modify the
HOSVD algorithm, presented in Section 4.1.3, to obtain the proposed M2TD-AVG algorithm (Algorithm 2). Intuitively, M2TD-AVG takes the first k factor matrix pairs, (U 1(n) , U 2(n) ), corresponding
to the shared pivot tensors of the independently decomposed tensors, X 1 and X 2 , and averages
each pair to obtain a common factor matrix representing both tensors: Since factor matrices, U 1(n)
and U 2(n) , both map the domain of the corresponding factor to a vector space represented by r n
singular factors (sorted in decreasing order of significance), the operation averaдe (U 1(n) , U 2(n) )
essentially constructs a new vector space, where each element of the domain is represented by the
average vector from the two input vector spaces (Figure 15(a)). Remaining factor matrices are then
combined to obtain the core tensor, G (see Figure 12). As we experimentally verify in Section 5, this
leads to a better approximation of the original system than any of the naive ensemble sampling
schemes.
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Fig. 12. Overview of M2TD-AVG.
ALGORITHM 2: M2TD-AVG
Input: Tensors X 1 and X 2 , Rank for each mode r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N
Output: Decomposed factors U (1) , U (2) , . . . , U (N ) and core tensor G for the join tensor J
for m = 1, . . . , M do
matricize X 1 into matrix X 1(m)
matricize X 2 into matrix X 2(m)
for n = 1, . . . , k do
U 1(n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 1(n)
U 2(n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 2(n)
U (n) ← averaдe (U 1(n) , U 2(n) )
for n = k + 1, . . . , M do
U (n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 1(n)
for n = M + 1, . . . , 2M − k do
U (n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 2(n−M +k )
J = join_tensor(X 1 , X 2 )
G = J ×1 U (1)T ×2 U (2)T , . . . , ×N U (N )T
return G, U (1) , U (2) , . . . , U (N )

4.5.2 M2TD-Concatenate (M2TD-CONCAT). M2TD-AVG, presented in the previous subsection,
recovers the factor matrices for pivot parameters (modes) by averaging the corresponding factor
matrices; i.e., by first obtaining the singular vectors of the matricizations and then averaging these
singular vectors. However, there is nothing that guarantees that these averages will act as singular
vectors themselves.
Instead, the alternative M2TD-CONCAT algorithm (detailed in Algorithm 3 and visualized in
Figure 13) avoids this potential issue by first constructing a concatenated matricization for each
pivot mode pair and then seeking the left singular vectors of this combined matricization. Intuitively, M2TD-CONCAT maps the matricizations along the shared/pivot modes back into the
higher-modal space and seeks the singular vectors that best represent this higher modal space.
4.5.3 M2TD-Selection (M2TD-SELECT). The M2TD-CONCAT algorithm presented above tries
to improve the vector averaging scheme of M2TD-AVG through row-by-row concatenation of the
pivot matricizations before the corresponding factor matrices are computed. In this subsection, we
note that there is an alternative, and potentially more effective, way to improve the M2TD-AVG
scheme: Once the factor matrices for the pivots are obtained, instead of averaging them, we can
carefully select between the individual rows of the corresponding factor matrices and use these
selected rows to construct more effective combined factor matrices.
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Fig. 13. Overview of M2TD-CONCAT.

Fig. 14. Overview of M2TD-SELECT.
ALGORITHM 3: M2TD-CONCAT
Input: Tensors X 1 and X 2 , Rank for each mode r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N
Output: Decomposed factors U (1) , U (2) , . . . , U (N ) and core tensor G for the join tensor J
for n = 1, . . . , k do
matricize X 1 into matrix X 1(n)
matricize X 2 into matrix X 2(n)
X (n) ← concatenate (X 1(n) , X 2(n) )
U (n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X (n)
for m = k + 1, . . . , M do
matricize X 1 into matrix X 1(m)
matricize X 2 into matrix X 2(m)
for n = k + 1, . . . , M do
U (n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 1(n)
for n = M + 1, . . . , 2M − k do
U (n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 2(n−M +k )
J = join_tensor(X 1 , X 2 )
G = J ×1 U (1)T ×2 U (2)T , . . . , ×N U (N )T
return G, U (1) , U (2) , . . . , U (N )

The pseudocode for the process is shown in Algorithm 4 and visualized in Figure 14. Note that
the major difference between this algorithm and M2TD-AVG is the line
U (n) ← row_select (U 1(n) , U 2(n) ),
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the row construction processes between M2TD-AVG and M2TD-SELECT.

ALGORITHM 4: M2TD-SELECT
Input: Tensors X 1 and X 2 , Rank for each mode r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N
Output: Decomposed factors U (1) , U (2) , . . . , U (N ) and core tensor G for the join tensor J
for m = 1, . . . , M do
matricize X 1 into matrix X 1(m)
matricize X 2 into matrix X 2(m)
for n = 1, . . . , k do
U 1(n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 1(n)
U 2(n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 2(n)
U (n) ← row_select (U 1(n) , U 2(n) )
for n = k + 1, . . . , M do
U (n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 1(n)
for n = M + 1, . . . , 2M − k do
U (n) ← r n leading left singular vectors of X 2(n−M +k )
J = join_tensor(X 1 , X 2 )
G = J ×1 U (1)T ×2 U (2)T , . . . , ×N U (N )T
return G, U (1) , U (2) , . . . , U (N )

ALGORITHM 5: ROW_SELECT
Input: Factor matrices U1 and U2
Output: Row-selected Factor Matrix U
I ← num_rows (U1 )
for 1 ≤ i ≤ I do
if row (U1 , i)2 ≥ row (U2 , i)2 then
row (U , i) ← row (U1 , i)
else
row (U , i) ← row (U2 , i)
return U

where the factor matrix U (n) is constructed by selecting the appropriate rows from U 1(n) or U 2(n)
instead of simply averaging them. This row selection process is further detailed in Algorithm 5
and visualized in Figure 15(b). As we see here, the key idea is to consider the energies (captured
by the two-norm function) of each row, i, in U1 and U2 , and identify which of the two factor matrices provides a higher energy for that particular row. Intuitively, this enables us to identify which
of the two factor matrices better represents the entity corresponding to row, i, and, given this
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information, we can construct the row i of the output factor matrix, U by selecting the corresponding row from the factor matrix, U1 or U2 , with a higher representation power for that entity.
As we experimentally verify in Section 5, this selection strategy prevents the row with the lesser
energy to act as noise on the description of the corresponding entity and, thus, leads to significantly higher decomposition accuracies. Moreover, as the experiments show, the accuracy gains
get higher as we target higher ranking decompositions that maintain more details by seeking a
larger number of patterns in the data.
ALGORITHM 6: The outline of the Distributed Multi-task TensorDecomposition, D − M2TD,
process
Input: Tensor X 1 , X 2 , Rank for each mode r 1, r 2, . . . , r N
Output: Factor Matrices U (1) , U (2) , . . . , U (N ) and core tensor G
for the join tensor J
(1) Phase 1: Parallel decomposition of X 1 and X 2 to generate U 1(n) , U 2(n) , n ∈ {1, . . . , N }
(2) Phase 2: Parallel JE-Stitching X 1 , X 2 to obtain the decomposition of the joined tensor J
(3) Phase 3: for 1 ≤ n ≤ N
(a) Parallel tensor matrix mutiplication- G n = J ×n U (n)
(4) Return Factor Matrices U (1) , U (2) , . . . , U (N ) and core G

4.5.4 Distributed M2TD (D-M2TD). A major challenge with tensor decomposition is its computational and space complexity. This is especially true for the Tucker decomposition with a dense
core. In this section, relying on several key properties of the M2TD algorithm, we propose a threephase distributed version of M2TD that can be efficiently and scalably executed on MapReduce or
Spark-based platforms (see Algorithm 6):
• Phase 1: Parallel Sub-tensor Decomposition: Consider the M2TD-SELECT pseudocode in
Algorithm 4. Here, X 1 and X 2 are two sub-tensors corresponding to two sub-systems constructed
through PF-partitioning. These low-order sub-tensors can be decomposed (in parallel) independently from each other. Therefore, this phase can be parallelized using, for example, the popular
distributed computing framework, MapReduce, using the following map and reduce operators:
• map: κ, ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M , Xκ (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M ) on κ. Here, κ is the low-order tensor ID; i.e.,
κ ∈ {1, 2}. ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M together give the coordinate of a cell in the low-order tensor Xκ .
Key-value pairs with the same κ are shuffled to the same reducer in the form of key : κ, val :
ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M , Xκ (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M ).
• reduce: key:κ, val:ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M , Xκ (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M ). The reducer processing the key, κ,
receives the non-zero elements of sub-tensor Xκ and decomposes it into sub-factor U κ (n) ,
where n is the mode ID, by using SVD. Finally, reducer appropriately relabels each U κ (n)
as U (n) and emits each sub-factor as an independent file, with content key : n, value :
i, j, U (n) (i, j). Here, i, j are the coordinates of sub-factor U (n) .
Note that this step can be further parallelized by leveraging parallel Tucker decomposition techniques, such as References [20, 36].
• Phase 2: Parallel JE-stitching to Obtain Join Tensor, J : The goal of the stitching process
is to increase the effective density of the ensemble. JE-stitching achieves this by joining the two
sub-systems along their shared pivot modes to obtain the J tensor:
• map: κ, ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M , Xκ (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M ). Key-value pairs with the same pivot mode index (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ k ) are shuffled to the same reducer in the form of key:(ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ k ),
val:ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M , Xκ (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M ).
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• reduce: key:(ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ k ), val:ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M , Xκ (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ M ). The join ensemble
J (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ k , . . . ) is constructed for all pairs of Xκ , that agree on the parameter values
for the k pivot parameters.
• Phase 3: Parallel Tensor-matrix Multiplication to Recover the Core: As we see in Section 5, the costliest part of the algorithm is the final step where the join tensor J is multiplied by
the transposes of the factor matrices to recover the dense core. We parallelize this as follows:
• map: ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ N , J (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ N ), n, i, j, U (n) (i, j). Cells of J (from Phase 2) with
index (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ n−1 , ρ n+1 , . . . , ρ N ) are shuffled to the same reducer in the form of
key:(ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ n−1 , ρ n+1 , . . . , ρ N ), val:J (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ N )
• map: n, i, j, U (n) (i, j). Outputs of Phase 1 n, i, j, U (n) (i, j) are shuffled to the same reducer
based on mode ID n in the form of key:(ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ n−1 , ρ n+1 , . . . , ρ N ), val:n, i, j, U (n) (i, j)
• reduce: The reducer takes
key : (ρ 1 , .., ρ n−1 , ρ n+1 , .., ρ N ), val : J (ρ 1 , , . . . , ρ N )
and
key : (ρ 1 , .., ρ n−1 , ρ n+1 , .., ρ N ), val : n, i, j, U (n) (i, j)
and performs vector-matrix multiplication to emit (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ n−1 , j, ρ n+1 , . . . , ρ N ),
J (ρ 1 , , . . . , ρ n , . . . , ρ N ) ∗ U (n) (ρ n , j).

I n

ρ n =1

In the next section, we investigate the impact of this parallelization approach to the performance
of the proposed partition-stitch sampling through M2TD decomposition.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we report results of the experiments that aim to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed partition-stitch ensemble sampling strategy and the novel M2TD scheme.
For these experiments, we used the Chameleon cloud platform [22]: We deployed all algorithms
on 18 xxlarge instances, with 8-core vCPU, 32 GB memory, 160 GB disk space. Distributed versions
were implemented in Java 8, over Hadoop 2.7.3. The key system parameters and their value ranges
are reported in Table 1 and explained below.
5.1 Dynamic Systems
In these experiments, we consider three dynamic processes: double pendulum, triple pendulum,
lorenz system [9]. The code for these systems was obtained from References [13] and [9]. These
dynamic processes are selected for their varying complexities:
The double pendulum system has four parameters: initial angle, ϕ 1 , and weight, m1, of the
first pendulum as well as the initial angle, ϕ 2 , and weight, m2, of the second pendulum.
The triple pendulum (with variable friction) system is similar, but more complex due to the
addition of a third pendulum. Moreover, the system has a different set of initial parameters: the
angle ϕ 1 of the first pendulum, the initial angle ϕ 2 of the second pendulum, the initial angle ϕ 3 of
the third pendulum, and the friction f of whole system. Intuitively, unlike the double pendulum
system, in the triple pendulum system the friction is considered as a simulation parameter.
The Lorenz system is notable for having chaotic solutions for certain initial conditions [9].
The system has four variable parameters: the coordinate of the initial position, z, and three other
system parameters, σ , β, ρ.
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Table 1. Experiment Setup—Default Values, Used Unless Otherwise Specified,
Are Highlighted

Dynamic systems
Parameter resolution
Size of the corresponding
simulation space (S)
Pivot density (P)
Sub-system density (E)
Ensemble budget
(B = 2 × P × E × S)
Target decomposition rank
(r )
Stitching technique
Number of servers

Alternative values
Double Pend.; Triple Pend. Lorenz System
60 ;
70;
80
605 (8 × 108 );
705 (2 × 109 );
805 (3 × 109 )
10%;
10%;
4 × 104 ,
4 × 105 ,
5;

100%
100%
7 × 104 ,
7 × 105 ,
10;

Join;

Zero-Join
2, 6, 10, 14, 18

1 × 105 ,
1 × 106
20

Finally, we use an epidemic simulation dataset created using STEM [12]: We consider a scenario, where an epidemic is occurring in the U.S. We use SEIR model with three input parameters
(transmission, recovery, and mortality rates), each parameter is a continuous real number ranging
from 0 to 1, and we consider 40 distinct values for each parameter, i.e., they all vary from 0.025 to
1 with increment of 0.025. As the outcome, we focus on the number of deaths over time.
5.2

Simulation Ensembles

For the above systems, we construct five-mode simulation ensembles. Each cell of the five-mode
ensemble simulation tensor encodes the Euclidean distance between the states of the resulting
simulated system and the observed system parameters at a given timestamp for a given quadruple
of simulation parameters. Intuitively, each cell encodes the relationship between a given simulation
instance to a configuration observed in the real world.
As we see in Table 1, in the experiments, the size of the simulation space varied between
605 ∼ 8 × 108 to 805 ∼ 3 × 109 simulation instances. In contrast, the simulation instance budgets
were on the order of 104 to 105 , indicating that, despite the large number of simulations included in
the ensembles, the resulting ensemble tensors were very sparse (densities on the order of ∼ 10−4 ).
Despite this sparsity, for the different configurations considered in Table 1, the simulation ensemble required from 25 GB to 105 GB data storage.
5.3 Alternative Ensemble Construction Schemes
In this section, we evaluated the M2TD-AVG, -CONCAT, and -SELECT strategies and compared
them against the conventional (Random, Grid, and Slice) ensemble sampling approaches (Section 4.2). For M2TD-based schemes, we considered the case with a single pivot parameter and,
to analyze worst-case behavior, we sampled the sub-systems randomly.
5.4

Evaluation Criteria

We compared accuracy and efficiency of alternative schemes, for different target decomposition
ranks, different parameter space resolutions, and simulation budgets (see Table 1). To measure
accuracy, we use the Frobenius norm of the difference tensor (see Section 4.1). We also report the
decomposition times.
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Table 2. Results for Different Resolutions
(a) Accuracy
Resolution Rank

M2TD
AVG

60

70

80

(b) Decomposition Time (seconds)
Conventional

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

M2TD

Slice

AVG

Conventional

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

Slice

5

0.49

0.49

0.54

1E-8

3E-4

2E-4

808

797

785

203

144

167

10

0.50

0.50

0.62

2E-7

3E-4

2E-4

808

819

849

234

148

186

20

0.52

0.53

0.56

5E-6

3E-4

2E-4

1,034

929

935

348

456

258

5

0.46

0.46

0.51

7E-9

2E-4

2E-4

1,508

1,581

1,594

315

209

193

10

0.47

0.48

0.57

9E-8

2E-4

2E-4

1,696

1,645

1,576

379

201

244

20

0.49

0.50

0.73

2E-6

2E-4

2E-4

1,866

1,914

1,995

575

744

381

5

0.46

0.46

0.50

4E-9

1E-4

1E-4

3,990

3,591

4,907

414

227

336

10

0.47

0.47

0.49

4E-8

1E-4

1E-4

5,232

5,979

6,068

514

239

410

20

0.48

0.49

0.59

1E-6

2E-4

1E-4

5,341

5,707

5,439

860

883

606

Double Pendulum, Pivot = t , P = 100%, E = 100%.

5.5 Discussions of the Results
5.5.1 General Overview. Table 2 focuses on the double pendulum system and compares accuracies and decomposition times for various approaches considered in this article for the different
target ranks and for different parameter resolutions. As we see in the table, the M2TD-based algorithms provide several orders better accuracy than the conventional approaches, with the same
number of simulation instances. As expected, among the conventional schemes, the Random strategy provides the worst and the Grid strategy provides the best accuracy; however, even Grid is
∼ 1,000× worse than the proposed M2TD-SELECT algorithm. As also expected, among the M2TDbased algorithms, M2TD-SELECT provides the best overall accuracy: moreover, the relative performance gains of M2TD-SELECT algorithm further increases for larger decomposition ranks,
indicating that as we seek more detailed patterns in the ensemble, M2TD-SELECT better captures
these underlying patterns in the data.
In the table, we also see that M2TD-based algorithms are somewhat more expensive than the
conventional sampling strategies; but the gains in accuracy are several orders higher than the
decomposition time overheads of M2TD-based techniques. This is because, as highlighted in Section 4.4.2, the proposed partition-stitch technique increases the effective density of the join ensemble. Consequently, the increase in the decomposition is well amortized by the increase in the
effective simulation density. In these experiments, each double pendulum simulation took roughly
0.66ms. Given this, obtaining an ensemble simulation with density 704 (= 702 × 702 ) would require roughly 16,000 seconds (ignoring the additional time to decompose). In contrast, the proposed M2TD-based techniques are able to achieve the same effective density by running only
2 × 702 simulations in just 46 seconds and obtain the ensemble decomposition in an additional
∼ 1,600 seconds. This points to the impressive performance gains provided by the proposed M2TD
technique.
One question that remains is whether we could have joined the sub-ensembles directly into
tensor J to decompose instead of relying on the M2TD techniques: the answer to this question is
a strong no: For the experiments reported in Table 2, with the configuration of 18 xxlarge servers,
direct decomposition of the resulting dense tensor was not feasible due to memory limitations.
5.5.2 Decomposition Time Distribution. Table 3 presents how the decomposition time is split
among the three phases of the map-reduce process described in Section 4.5.4. The table also shows
how the execution time varies as we change the number of servers allocated for the decomposition
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Table 3. Results by Server Count

Number of Servers
2
6
10
14
18

Decomposition Time (seconds)
M2TD-SELECT
Conventional
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Random Grid Slice
52
817
4,167
670
420
488
62
383
1,802
464
275
318
61
371
1,318
415
237
280
65
354
1,279
381
214
253
67
363
1,118
379
201
244

Double Pendulum, Resolution = 70, Rank = 10, Pivot = t , P = 100%, E = 100%.

Table 4. Results for Different Dynamical Systems
(a) Accuracy
Dynamical System

M2TD

(b) Decomposition Time (seconds)
Conventional

M2TD

Conventional

AVG CONCAT SELECT Random

Grid

Slice

AVG

CONCAT SELECT Random

Double P.

0.47

0.48

0.57

9E-8

2E-4

2E-4

1,696

1,645

1,576

379

Grid
201

Slice
244

Triple P.

0.25

0.25

0.31

6E-8

2E-4

1E-4

992

1,422

1,106

221

180

166

Lorenz S.

0.31

0.32

0.36

4E-8

2E-4

1E-4

1,728

1,850

1,705

444

230

211

Epidemic S.

0.30

0.28

0.26

0.026

0.027

0.026

0.431

0.421

0.421

0.018

0.024

0.018

Resolution = 70, Rank = 10, Pivot = t , P = 100%, E = 100%.

process. As we see in this table, as expected, the third phase where we recover the core tensor of
the decomposition is the costliest step of the process. We also see that allocating more servers
indeed helps bring the cost of this phase down; however, there are diminishing returns due to data
communication overheads.
5.5.3 Varying Data Sets. In Table 4, we study the accuracy and decomposition time results
for different dynamic systems. As we see here, also for the triple pendulum and Lorenz systems,
we observe the very same pattern: M2TD-SELECT provides the best accuracy among all alternatives, providing several orders of magnitude gain in accuracy relative to the conventional schemes.
M2TD is once again one order superior in accuracy than the conventional techniques for the epidemic dataset, while providing acceptably low decomposition times: note that since this dataset
has three modes, the decomposition times are significantly faster than the decomposition times
needed by the five-mode pendulum and Lorenz systems. It is also interesting that, in this case,
M2TD-AVG is able to provide the best accuracy among all M2TD variants.
5.5.4 Varying Budgets and Zero-Joins. In the default experiments considered above, the budget
was selected such that the sub-ensembles would have a perfect density of 1.0. In the first row
of Table 5, we reduced the ensemble budget by taking 1/10th of the samples we considered in
the previous examples. Naturally, this results in a drop in accuracy for all approaches. However,
M2TD-based schemes remain several orders better than the conventional approaches.
The table also shows that when the budgets (thus, sub-ensemble densities) are low, we can boost
the overall accuracy by leveraging zero-joins (introduced in Section 4.4.2), rather than using simple
joins when implementing JE-stitching.
5.5.5 Varying Pivot/Sub-ensemble Densities. Tables 6 and 7 show the impact of reduced pivot
and sub-ensemble densities (i.e., P and E), respectively. As we see here, the overall pattern is as
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Table 5. Results for Different Ensemble Budgets
(a) Accuracy
Budget

M2TD
AVG

(b) Decomposition Time (seconds)
Conventional

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

M2TD

Slice

AVG

Conventional

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

Slice

4 × 104 (join)

3.5E-5

3.4E-5

4.1E-5

9E-9

2E-5

2E-6

200

201

200

190

175

183

4 × 104 (zero-join)

3.3E-3

3.2E-3

3.9E-3

9E-9

2E-5

2E-6

596

598

592

190

175

183

4 × 105

0.47

0.48

0.57

9E-8

2E-4

2E-4

1,696

1,645

1,576

379

201

244

Double pendulum, resolution = 70, rank = 10, pivot = t ; note that B = 4 × 105 corresponds to the case where both
pivot, P , and sub-systems, E, have 100% densities.

Table 6. Results for Different Pivot Densities
(a) Accuracy

P Density

M2TD
AVG

(b) Decomposition Time (seconds)
Conventional

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

M2TD

Slice

AVG

Conventional

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

Slice

10%

3.5E-2

7.6E-3

3.6E-2

9E-9

2E-5

2E-6

606

897

607

190

175

183

100%

0.47

0.48

0.57

9E-8

2E-4

2E-4

1,696

1,645

1,576

379

201

244

Double Pendulum, Resolution = 70, Rank = 10, Pivot = t , E = 100%.

Table 7. Results for Different Densities
(a) Accuracy

E Density

M2TD
AVG

(b) Decomposition Time (seconds)
Conventional

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

M2TD

Slice

AVG

Conventional

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

Slice

10% (join)

4E-5

4E-5

4.5E-5

9E-9

2E-5

2E-6

207

202

201

190

175

183

10% (zero-join)

3.4E-3

3.3E-3

3.8E-3

9E-9

2E-5

2E-6

602

640

617

190

175

183

100%

0.47

0.48

0.57

9E-8

2E-4

2E-4

1,696

1,645

1,576

379

201

244

Double Pendulum, Resolution = 70, Rank = 10, Pivot = t , P = 100%.

before: Reduction in the simulation budget reduces the overall accuracy; however, M2TD-based
schemes provide significantly higher accuracy overall.
An interesting observation, however, is that (while the total number of simulations is the same)
reduction in the pivot sub-ensemble density has a significantly higher impact than the reduction
in the pivot density. This is because, as discussed in Section 4.4.2, the effective density of a stitched
simulation ensemble is proportional to P × E 2 , and thus reductions in E have a more significant
impact than reductions in P. This further confirms our initial hypothesis that maintaining subensemble densities high is important for accurate characterization of the system being studied.
5.5.6 Selection of the Pivot Parameter. In Table 8, we vary the pivot parameter2 : As we expected, which parameter is selected as the pivot has some impact on the accuracy of the proposed
partition-stitch scheme. However, whichever pivot is selected, the overall accuracy is several orders of magnitude better than that of conventional schemes, indicating that we do not need very
precise information about the system being studied to decide how to partition the system.
5.6

Sub-actor Execution Times

As we have discussed in Section 3, each DataStorm actor consists of multiple sub-actors. In this
section, we consider a sample DataStorm workflow with the model dependency graph shown
2 Due

to space constraints, we omit experiments where we keep the same pivot parameter, but vary the groupings of free
parameters. The results are similar to the results of pivot parameter selection.
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Table 8. Results for Different Pivots
(a) Accuracy
Pivot

M2TD
AVG

(b) Decomposition Time (seconds)
Conventional

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

M2TD

Conventional

Slice

AVG

CONCAT SELECT Random Grid

2E-4

1,696

1,645

1,576

t

0.47

0.48

0.57

ϕ1

0.35

0.36

0.40

1,607

1,673

1,673

9E-8

2E-4

ϕ2

0.40

0.41

0.56

1,694

1,677

1,571

m1

0.58

0.59

0.71

1,661

1,512

1,697

m2

0.41

0.40

0.42

1,556

1,602

1,538

379

201

Slice
244

Double pendulum, resolution = 70, rank = 10, P = 100%, E = 100%; three-mode sub-systems are created
such that free parameters of the same pendulum are kept in the same sub-system.

Fig. 16. Sub-actor execution time percentages for different models and different input output scenarios—
WM: window manager; AM: alignment manager; SM: sampling manager; PSM: post-synchronization manager; OM: output manager; note that the time taken by the execution manager (which distributed the tasks
on the available servers and runs the actual simulations) is excluded.

in Figure 4 and we investigate the amount (percentage) of time spent on various sub-actors—
excluding the execution manager whose execution depends on the actual model that is being simulated and the specific simulator that is being used. This three-model DataStorm workflow was
executed on a distributed configuration with 15 servers allocated for model execution. In the charts
included in Figure 16, we vary the number of windowing sets (Definition 13, here referred to as
inputs) picked by the window manager for sampling and the number of outputs created by the
post-synchronization manager.
As we see in the figure, the window manager, alignment manager, and post-synchronization
manager take the lion’s share of the work done by DataStorm actors.
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For the source model (Hurricane) of the workflow, the work is uniformly distributed, except for
the window manager, which needs time to prepare data required by the first model to execute.
For the second model (Flood) in the workflow, the alignment manager takes substantial time to
align and rescale the data generated by the hurricane simulator to bring it into a format usable
by the flood model. The work of the alignment manager increases proportionate to the number of
windowing sets (inputs) it receives.
For the final model (Human Mobility) in the workflow, the window manager takes substantially
longer, as it consumes data from two distinct upstream models—as selecting most compatible data
for constructing temporal windows is costly, when both previous models return more than one
output each, more computation is required to find optimal windowing sets. As expected, the work
of the alignment manager is highest when the window manager picks two windowing sets to be
processed, increasing amount of computation necessary in the alignment phase.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Data- and model-driven computer simulations are increasingly critical in urban systems, including
emergency planning and response. Simulation-based decision-making, however, introduces several fundamental data challenges [31, 39]: Many complex processes (such as disasters [8]) involve
various distinct, yet inter-dependent, sub-processes. Consequently, to be useful, these simulations
may track hundreds of parameters, spanning multiple layers and spatial-temporal frames, affected
by complex inter-dependent dynamic processes. Moreover, due to large numbers of unknowns,
decision-makers usually need to generate an ensemble of stochastic realizations, requiring thousands of individual simulation instances, each with different parameter settings corresponding to
different, but plausible, scenarios.
In this article, we presented a novel DataStorm system that aims to support integration of
existing simulation, analysis, data processing, and visualization components into integrated urban simulation/analysis workflows. DataStorm provides a spectrum of data services, including
(a) model/data integration and alignment, (b) distributed/parallel workflow orchestration, (c) parameter space sampling and simulation ensemble creation, (d) ensemble storage, search, analysis,
visualization, and sharing. Recognizing that simulation ensembles are inherently sparse and this
sparsity leads to poor decision-making, we also presented a density-boosting partition-stitch sampling scheme to help increase the effective density of the simulation samples to boost accuracy.
We have complemented this sampling scheme with Multi-Task Tensor Decomposition (M2TD) to
efficiently stitch these sub-ensembles in a way that leverages partial and imperfect knowledge
from partial dynamical systems to effectively obtain a global view of the complex process being
simulated. Experiment results showed the efficiency and the effectiveness of this approach relative
to more conventional techniques for constructing simulation ensembles.
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